Introduction
"undertake a venture blindly without sufficient knowledge or to undertake an excessively risky transaction. By failing or neglecting to define any of the essential pillars of contract relating to the consideration or measure of the object, the parties undertake a risk which is not indispensable for them". Therefore, this kind of investment is prohibited because of its inherent risk. Moreover, Islamic banks value correlation with the real economy and are governed by the concept of Profit and Loss Sharing (PLS) (Warde, 2013) . PLS -the "contractual arrangement between two or more transacting parties, which allow them to pool their resources to invest in a project to share in profit and loss" (Dar and Presely, 2000, p.4) -is fundamental in Islamic banking. Islamic banks offer several predominantly Islamic finance products: Murbaha (a contract whereby the client specifies the goods he/she wants to buy then the bank purchases it and offers its resale to the client with an agreed profit markup); Mudaraba (an association between two parties, one providing labour and the other providing capital with profits shared according to a prearranged percentage -though in case of loss the capital provider conveys all financial losses up to the invested amount while the other partner will take no returns of his/her work); Musharakah (a kind of partnership); and Quard Hassan (loan repayment by low-income earners over an agreed period of time without the bank collecting any profits) (Kamla, 2009; Faisal Islamic Bank of Egypt, 2016). Further, Islamic banks can offer products similar to those conventional banks do such as letters of guarantee and current accounts but only with the condition of adopting Islamic Sharia (Maali et al., 2006) . Similarly, to guarantee that clients' religious needs and expectations are met, the bank appoints a Sharia Supervisory Board to report whether the banks' activities comply with Islamic Sharia (Karim, 1990).
In the same vein, CSR in Islam entails a broader meaning that incorporates a Taqwa dimension (God-consciousness) through which companies assume the roles and responsibilities of servants and vicegerents in all conditions. Consequently, organisations as groups of individuals are obliged to God, the owner of their selves, and the resources they are utilizing and managing (Al-Attas, 1996 
Literature Review
There is growing interest in social reporting by Islamic banks with social responsibility seen as rooted in Sharia ( 
Egypt and Arab Spring
The The three websites of Islamic banks in Egypt are investigated to acquire the meanings of reporting, and to designate them to convenient categories. Adopting the conceptual and rational analysis approaches maintained insights into whether these practices are generally adopted by banks or are rare (Krippendorff, 2004) . We adopted individual themes as units of analysis, which permitted us to look for issues relevant to social reporting in websites. We checked all areas of websites and annual reports of the three banks looking for any disclosures related to social reporting themes. These entail vision, about us, social activities, products and services, social responsibility, projects, SMEs, investor relations, zakat, quard hassan sections. Additionally, we used search facility option on the websites of Islamic banks to search for keywords like 'social', 'poverty', 'community', 'zakat', 'quard hassan', 'employees', 'Sharia', and 'microfinance'. Then, we evolved codes to help analyze the themes found in the websites and annual reports. The volume of CSR disclosure is measured by word count; type of CSR news disclosed on the websites is categorized into good, neutral, and bad news; and the nature of news reported is analyzed under qualitative, quantitative, monetary, pictures, videos, charts, graphs, tables, and videos (e.g. Guthrie and Parker, 1990; Williams and Pei, 1999). To ensure reliability of results, the researchers asked two other researchers to re-code the text using the same method and accordingly reduce inaccuracy and biases (Aribi and Gao, 2010).
Findings and Discussion
This section elaborates on findings and discussion under the five categories. Under the first category, we manifest the bank's reportings related to reference to Sharia. The other four categories highlight the themes reported in relation to the actual social activities. The final section provides conclusion of the results.
Reference to Sharia
This category entails any information about Sharia Supervisory Board (SSB) and how banks report their compliance with Sharia. The SSB is one of the distinctive features of Islamic banks. This is independent committee monitors the conduct of business and gives different assurance that business transactions are conducted in line with Islamic principles and norms (Aribi and Gao, 2010). Table 1 indicates accepting the first hypothesis as all Islamic banks disclose more information after revolution about reference to Sharia in annual reports and websites than before revolution. In 2016, most of banks disclosed more information in SSB report about examining documentations and procedures followed to execute the transactions in Sharia complaint, as well as disclosing how the board collected and inspected their evidences. Surprisingly, there is no reporting about how banks comply with Sharia in all its activities. Disclosures were all qualitative in nature, with neutral and good news type.
Community Involvement, Zakat and Quard Hassan
Disclosure under this main category covers items such as zakat issues (collection, expenses, and activities), charitable activities, quard Hassan, CSR commitment, human rights, and fighting terrorism. Table 2 
Employees:
Employee information is considered a key concern of employees and other stakeholders (Adams et al., 1995). This main category comprises details about employee benefits, equal opportunities, training schemes, training in relation to Sharia, appreciation and thanks, and workplace environment. The findings articulate accepting the forth hypothesis that indicate that Egyptian Islamic banks disclose more information about employees after revolution than before. Table 1 Additionally, ADIB Egypt elaborated its commitment to social justice after revolution: .. stemming from ADIB Egypt's commitment to build bridges of social justice in this critical time in the country (ADIB Egypt Website, 2016) All political incident information provides good and bad news in nature, with a qualitative and descriptive style. According to legitimacy theory, Egyptian Islamic banks adopted a "repairing strategy" in response to increasing social expectations, after two revolutions in 2011 and 2013 and releasing a sustainable development strategy in 2015 that gave more priority to social justice, supporting national economy, creating jobs, more compliance to Sharia and human rights, by reporting more information about "reference to Sharia", "Zakat collections, expenses and activities", " charitable activities and donations", "quard Hassan", "funding socially motivated and investment projects", "microfinance and microcredit schemes", "engagement with Mudarabah", "employee benefits", "training schemes", "appreciation and thanks", and "workplace environment". This is consistent with Patten's (1992) results that highlighted an increase in the level of environmental disclosures in terms of quantity to repair the legitimacy of the company. Surprisingly, Egyptian Islamic banks do not disclose information about "policy towards insolvent clients", "unlawful (Haram) transactions", "how banks comply with Sharia", "equal opportunities" and few reportings about "human rights", "fighting terrorism", and "environmental policy" after revolution. Thus, Egyptian Islamic banks seemingly adopted an "avoidance strategy" 
